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For anyone who would like to be prepared for a crisis evacuation, this primer provides suggestions for
assembling a bug-out bag with supplies to cover your essential needs (food, water, shelter, medical, and
communication) for approximately one week. One item is highlighted on each cards, with information
regarding why you should own it, how to use it, and recommended brands. Written by a professional
firefighter and community organizer for the brand new York City Preppers Network, this swatchbook
outlines the contents of a quality getaway bag in the clearest way possible.Presented in the accessible
swatchbook format (sturdy laminated flashcards that fan away just like a Swiss Army knife), Emergency
Bag Essentials may be the ideal entry stage for anyone who wants to be better outfitted for emergencies, but
just who doesn't desire to be overwhelmed with elaborate preparations.
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Liked the swatch book format. Super I'm so pleased i purchased this for my survival package. On the back
there is additional information, suggestions etc. And a mine if info. always searching at it.Each section has a
color-coded color and symbol:PackWaterFoodFire startingShelterClothingToolsDocuments and PlansEDC
(EACH DAY Carry) items Each cards has an intro, the items (with approx price and fat), and how/where to
pack. But it’s an advisable trade off. Just what a gem. I love that they give brand names and made frequent
trips to amazon for additional information on the recommended factors.It’s easy to grab whichever cards
you have to work on, a thing that can’t be done with a normal book. Wow. Unusually formatted and
specifically helpful for those of us who are visual. It's too time consuming and irritating when trying to read
front to back. Great info. YES the binding is usually funky, and We dinged it a star for that. Okay they
where hard to learn plus it wasn't as useful as that one was. I gave 4 stars due to binding Great info. always
looking at it Great Swatchbook. I have bought books that was a personal help guide in be sure that everyone
in your home was prepared. Spiral bound may have been an improved choice for simple accessing the info.
Otherwise I really believe the actual info is fantastic. I like the usage of photos and how it's created. I
consider it a waste of money We was hoping for a bit more than simply a "shopping list". I was wishing I
was investing in a pocket "how-to". Something I possibly could carry with me when I have to bug out. I
contemplate it a waste of money. Weird binding, Great info. So now I've everything ready plus my car can
be equip with crisis items this was a really great expense for me personally. But there's a fair amount of
good info inside, actually for experienced preppers. How about Spiral binding for another iteration ? The
Bug Out Bag Authority Very helpful item. Now I could proceed through and see just what I need to make
sure my family is prepared foe any type of emergency or a disaster. Five Stars There is a large amount of
good information in this handout. The book includes volumes of materials in a swatchbook form. It really is
concise and easy to follow. Five Stars just what I wanted to give out to friends and family good good Great
Swatchbook. I gave 4 stars due to binding. Yes, it’s a bit awkward to fan out the cards and then turn
everything over to read the back.
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